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Today by Dan Sutherland. KTM are launching an assault on the large-capacity adventure bike
class, revealing a new off-road-centric Super Adventure R just a month on from the launch of
their more road-biased S Today by Ben Clarke. Lightwieght electric specialists Super Soco have
updated their range for including this sporty TS Street Hunter model. Super Soco have added a
new TC model for with an impressive range and a retro styling update. Today by Jordan
Gibbons. Triumph have updated their modern classics range for with new engines, improved
brakes and better suspension. Yesterday by Jordan Gibbons. Yesterday by Dan Sutherland.
This week we saw a stealthy new colour option for the Bimota Tesi H2. The Carbon Edition
forgoes the red and white paint scheme used on the standard bike in favour of a carbon black
and exposed metal Ex-motorcross pro Carey Hart has customised the new Indian Chief to
stunning effect, turning it from a mild-mannered cruiser into a wild-eyed West Coast brawler.
Related articles on MCN Indian West Midlands Police have released footage showing the
reckless behaviour of a criminal during the first lockdown last year. Yamaha are working on a
faired MT to fill the gap left by the outgoing R6 according to sources in Japan. Rumours of a
new model have been circulating for some time but the latest information Sacoolas has
admitted that she was behind the wheel of the car that struck the teenage Think again. Owners
who take their machines into Europe will require a carnet in certain circumstances now that
Britain has left the EU. Following in the footsteps of the RS sportsbike, which Related articles
on MCN Aprilia Related articles on An experiment conducted in France to test the safety of
filtering has delivered "disappointing" results with the report showing a significant increase in
accidents. Langen are getting closer to the production stage for their UK-built cc two-stroke
machine and they've shared a video of the bike on a dyno. We'll have more information on the
bike coing soon but Royal Enfield have updated the Himalayan for with a collection of small
updates to improve the overall riding experience. The Himalayan has been a runaway success
since it first launched in , MV Agusta have updated the bad boy of the range, the Dragster RR
with a new engine, chassis and electronics suite to match the new Brutale. MV say the goal is to
improve the comfort and riding MV Agusta have updated one of their most popular models, the
Brutale RR with a new engine, chassis and electronics suite. The idea, so MV say, is to keep
things as fun and zippy as they are now Spring sees a new breed of helmets hit the shelves. The
Arai Quantic sports-touring lid is the first to meet tougher standards which will ensure that
helmets are more protective in real-world The mph club comprised a short-lived explosion of
speed-chasing hyperbikes that menacingly hovered around the new millennium like the
fictitious bug that threatened to erase every computer on Canadian electric bike firm Damon
have given us another glimpse of their flagship Hypersport model. Aston Martin and Brough
Superior have started dynamic prototype testing of the AMB â€” an ultra-exclusive track-only
motorcycle set for first deliveries before the end of Limited to units Magni motorcycles have
unveiled a new MV Italia model that celebrates the life of their founder Arturo Magni. Related
articles on MCN Brough work The online A super-light electric bike has been adapted to sneak
up on poachers in Africa. Home News Go to home page Bike news. New KTM Super Adventure
R is a globe-trotting rally raider Today by Dan Sutherland KTM are launching an assault on the
large-capacity adventure bike class, revealing a new off-road-centric Super Adventure R just a
month on from the launch of their more road-biased S Refined classics: Triumph Bonneville
family updated with new engines, better brakes and more Today by Jordan Gibbons Triumph
have updated their modern classics range for with new engines, improved brakes and better
suspension. Weekly wind-on: your roundup of the stories that mattered in motorbikes this week
19 February by Ben Clarke This week we saw a stealthy new colour option for the Bimota Tesi
H2. First Indian Chief custom boasts show and go 18 February by Jordan Gibbons
Ex-motorcross pro Carey Hart has customised the new Indian Chief to stunning effect, turning it
from a mild-mannered cruiser into a wild-eyed West Coast brawler. Police pursuit ends in jail
term for no-licence lockdown-buster on bike with cloned plates 18 February by Ben Clarke West
Midlands Police have released footage showing the reckless behaviour of a criminal during the
first lockdown last year. Carnet confusion hits travel: Leaving the EU reveals new hidden costs
to move bikes 17 February by Jordan Gibbons Owners who take their machines into Europe will
require a carnet in certain circumstances now that Britain has left the EU. Is filtering getting
risky? Euro5 Royal Enfield Himalayan gets stronger luggage racks and in-built sat nav 11
February by Jordan Gibbons Royal Enfield have updated the Himalayan for with a collection of
small updates to improve the overall riding experience. Safer heads: New generation of helmets
aims to help save lives per year 09 February by Emma Franklin Spring sees a new breed of
helmets hit the shelves. The Suzuki Hayabusa is back! Suzuki have breathed new life into the
original horizon-shrinker 09 February by Richard Newland The mph club comprised a
short-lived explosion of speed-chasing hyperbikes that menacingly hovered around the new
millennium like the fictitious bug that threatened to erase every computer on Electric evolution:

Damon update flagship HyperSport model 08 February by Ben Clarke Canadian electric bike
firm Damon have given us another glimpse of their flagship Hypersport model. Ever heard of the
Flying Brick? Slice of Cake for park rangers: Kalk AP helps tackle elephant poachers 01
February by Jordan Gibbons A super-light electric bike has been adapted to sneak up on
poachers in Africa. All rights reserved. More on this:. The Japanese manufacturer has been at
the forefront of innovation for decades and the X-ADV is testament to that. It uniquely combines
the capabilities of a dirt bike with the convenience of a scooter, giving birth to a new breed of
motorcycles. An average adventure-style motorcycle can get you almost anywhere. It offers an
upright riding position and remarkable all-round usefulness. On the other hand, for daily
commuting, a scooter is more efficient, practical, and easier to manage. But what if you can
have the best of both worlds? This is no longer an enigma, thanks to the folks at Honda who
created the motorcycle equivalent of a compact SUV that can easily adapt to the urban jungle as
well as deliver a thrilling experience when it leaves paved roads. Power comes from a
liquid-cooled, SOHC eight-valve parallel twin-cylinder engine that has been designed to provide
punchy performance in the low-to-mid-range. More Coverstories:. You will only receive our top
stories, typically no more than 5 per day yes no. Honda Cars entered the Indian market in with a
focus on offering premium passenger cars packed with the latest technology. Since then, the
brand has enjoyed varying degrees of success with the City sedan being their most popular
model over multiple generations of the vehicle. The Honda Amaze sub-4m compact sedan
retails in high numbers as well with the model already recording sales of over 50, units within
five months of launch. The company also has a hybrid model in its range called the Accord
premium sedan which is sold as a CBU unit, imported from Thailand. Honda has plans to
introduce a mass-market electrified vehicle in India by The Japanese carmaker has invested
heavily in India over the years with two manufacturing facilities - one in U. Honda has also
created a large sales and distribution network across the country with facilities in cities. A new
Honda City always has us buzzing with excitement and expectations. Does the fifth generation b
Back after a long wait of six years, does the Honda Civic offer the right blend of practicality and
This car is very good. The comfort level is class. Really big move as per the tag of honda amaze.
It was my dream car from my childhood when 5th generation came. I am so happy with this ca
Read More. I'm having this car since July and satisfied with the performance of the car in every
parameter. Sam asked on 20 Feb Both cars are manufactured in the brands' India based
manufacturing units. Avikram asked on 22 Jan Yes, you can get your car serviced as the first
service of Honda Amaze is schedu Home New Cars Honda Cars. In total, Honda has 7 models
on sale in India including 6 new cars. Avg Rating for Honda Cars based on reviews. Honda City
4th Generation Rs. Petrol View Latest Offers. Honda City Rs. Honda Amaze Rs. Honda Civic Rs.
Honda Jazz Rs. Honda WR-V Rs. Honda CR-V Rs. Not Sure, Which car to buy? Show Me Best
Car. Honda Brio Honda HR-V. Rs Find Honda Car Dealers in your City. View City 4th Generation
Images. View City Images. View Amaze Images. View Civic Images. View Jazz Images. Honda
Images. Recent News Expert Reviews. Will It Come To India? It could be the first strong hybrid
compact SUV offering in India. View All Honda News. View All Reviews. Honda City. By ankit
agarwal. Honda Amaze. Amazing Amaze Really big move as per the tag of honda amaze. By
anonymous. By devprasad. Honda City 4th Generation. Best Car Ever It was my dream car from
my childhood when 5th generation came. By onesi karthick. By shreenath dangi. FAQ Latest
Questions. Which is the lowest-priced model in Honda? The lowest-priced model of Honda is
the Amaze. Which is the highest-priced model in Honda? The highest-priced model of Honda is
CR-V. Which is the most mileage efficient car model in Honda? Honda Amaze is the most
mileage efficient car model in Honda. Honda city and Toyota yaris made in India or which
country? Sam asked on 20 Feb Both cars are manufactured in the brands' India based
manufacturing units. By Cardekho experts on 20 Feb Answer View Answer. Black asked on 19
Feb Honda has launched the facelifted version of Jazz with a BS6-compliant 1. By Cardekho
experts on 19 Feb Well, both the cars offer great mileage. By Cardekho experts on 17 Feb By
Purvadeepsinh on 27 Jan Hi, i have run my new honda amaze for kms in exactly one month after
purcha Avikram asked on 22 Jan Yes, you can get your car serviced as the first service of
Honda Amaze is schedu By Cardekho experts on 22 Jan Used Honda Cars in New Delhi. Used
Honda Cars in Mumbai. Used Honda Cars in Chennai. Used Honda Cars in Bangalore. Updated
July Sometime during the late s somebody thought it would be a good idea to start calling
Hondas and Acuras not by their given names but by a series of letters and numbers associated
with their digit vehicle identification numbers. Since then, forenames like EF, EG, EK, DA, and
DC have been given to all manner of Civics and Integras, but more often than not, because of a
particular Honda 's country of origin, engine type, and layout, chassis codes can vary
significantly between two otherwise seemingly similar cars. Which means that most of the time,
you're doing it wrong. The following is a sampling of Honda's hundreds of chassis codes. All U.

JDM models that do not have North American counterparts, as well as hybrid and
alternative-fuel vehicles with the exception of the CR-Z are not shown. A note about Japanese
model production years: You may be wondering why, for example, the Japanese version of the
fifth-generation Civic model starts in or how they've gotten their hands on a CR-X. The answer
is simple: Japan's automotive nomenclature is based off of a vehicle's precise initial and final
sale dates. For example, like the United States, the fifth-generation Civic Hatchback was first
sold in Japan in late , but unlike the United States, the car is classified by the year in which it
was first soldâ€” From the Editors: So, it's and this list has gone seven years without an update,
which we have fixed. The amendments include: the
saturn 1995
windshield wipers for 2000 chevy silverado
w220 fuse diagram
new NSX; more ninth- and tenth-gen. While we believe we've been thorough about our
research, we are open to the possibility that one or two chassis may have slipped through the
cracks. Here's What to Look For. Honda Chassis Code Checklist. Honda History Through
Vintage Photos. Honda Tuning how to. Because your Civic is not an EG. Aaron Bonk â€”. View
Photo Gallery 29 Photos. Accord JDM Accord 2. Honda Tuning. By Aaron Bonk. Japanese
European Domestic. Rodrez â€” Feb 5, Project K24 Pt. Rodrez â€” Nov 16, Rodrez â€” Oct 22,
Scott Tsuneishi â€” Oct 22, Rodrez â€” Oct 1, Super Street Newsletter Sign Up. Email: Required.
Zip Code:. Yes â€” I prefer to receive offers and promotions from Super Street Online. Yes â€” I
prefer to receive occasional updates with special offers from carefully selected third party
partners of Super Street Online. By subscribing you agree to the terms and conditions of our
terms of use. Sponsored Links. Make Model Year Search. Related Articles Honda Tuning how to.

